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Introduction

On December 24, 2011, we launched a high altitude balloon equipped with a digital camera and a SPOT
GPS tracking device. The SPOT tracker transmitted latitude and longitude measurements (not altitude),
and did not transmit above ∼20,000 ft. This writeup shows how we reconstructed the flight path of the
balloon (seen in Fig. 9) using the pictures taken by the camera throughout the flight. We experimented
with two different methods, both of which use easily identifiable landmarks (such as mountain peaks and
road intersections) in the pictures taken from the balloon and information about the camera’s field of view
to find the position the photo was taken from. Method I uses a Newton-Raphson solver with three known
landmarks to find the position of the balloon. Method II uses OpenCV[1], an open source computer vision
library, to find the position of the balloon with N known landmarks. Method II is more accurate because
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it is able to use more landmarks and also accounts for the distortion in the camera lens. We recommend
anyone who is interested in trying this to use Method II.

1 Method I: The Hard Way

The problem of finding the position and orientation of a camera from the projection of three points with
known coordinates onto a plane (photograph) is actually rather old: the first known solution was published
by the German Mathematician J. A. Grunert in 1841.[2] This problem is important today in the field of
computer vision, specifically in the application of indoor robot navigation and localization. We begin by
showing how to find the angular field of a camera, which is necessary for finding the angle between two
landmarks in a picture. We then show how the angles between three landmarks with known locations can
be used to triangulate the position of the camera, and demonstrate a Newton-Raphson solver to solve the
triangulation equations.

1.1 Camera Angle of View

Figure 1: Diagram of angle of
view

The camera that flew in the balloon was a Canon Powershot A530. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s specifications, the focal length of this cam-
era at default zoom is the equivalent of 35 mm on 35 mm film. The angle
of view (α) of an ideal camera is:

α = 2tan−1
(
d

2f

)
(1)

Where d is the physical size of the film, and f is the focal length of the
camera. The dimensions of 35 mm film are 36 mm × 24 mm, which
should correspond to αx = 54.4 and αy = 37.8. To test this, we took a
picture of an object of a known width and height from a known distance.
In Fig. 2, a trebuchet (8 in × 6 in) seen at a distance of 4 ft (measured
from the camera face, which is approximately the location of center the
lens). Given that the image is 2592× 1944 pixels, this gives an angular
resolution of αx = 53.9 and αy = 40.7. The difference in αy predicted
from 35 mm film is due to the fact that digital cameras sensors typically have a 4:3 aspect ratio, which
is different from the 3:2 aspect ratio of 35 mm film. Taking into account that the ’physical size’ of the
film should be 35 mm×27 mm, the angle of view of the camera is αx = 54.4 and αy = 40.8, in reasonable
agreement with the measurements. When calculating this angles between landmarks we use these values.
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Figure 2: Model trebuchet is ready for battle

1.2 Triangulation and Coordinate Transformations

Figure 3: Triangulation Diagram

The position of the camera can be found by measuring the
angles between landmarks with known positions. As shown in
Fig. 3, the angles between these landmarks are given as θ1,
θ2, and θ3. The distances between the landmarks are L1, L2,
L3, and the distances between the camera and the landmarks
are S1, S2, S3. The sides of the triangles can be related by
applying the law of cosines to each of the vertical triangles:

L2
1 = S2

1 + S2
2 + 2S1S2cos(θ1) (2)

L2
2 = S2

2 + S2
3 + 2S2S3cos(θ2) (3)

L2
3 = S2

1 + S2
3 + 2S1S3cos(θ3) (4)

This gives us a system of three equations with three unknowns.
While there are a number of analytical solutions to this problem
(see [3] for a comparison of six analytic solutions), for this work
we will use a simple iterative approach: the Newton Raphson
Method. For this system of equations the Newton Raphson
method is:

xk+1 = xk − J−1k f(xk) (5)

where:

xk =

 S1

S2

S3

 , F =

 L2
1 − S2

1 + S2
2 + 2S1S2cos(θ1)

L2
2 − S2

2 + S2
3 + 2S2S3cos(θ2)

L2
3 − S2

1 + S2
3 + 2S1S3cos(θ3)

 , J =

 ∂F1

∂S1

∂F1

∂S2
, ∂F1

∂S3
∂F2

∂S1

∂F2

∂S2
, ∂F2

∂S3
∂F3

∂S1

∂F3

∂S2
, ∂F3

∂S3

 (6)

Equation 5 is solved iteratively until the difference between xk+1 and xk approaches zero. While the Newton-
Raphson Method is not guaranteed to converge in all cases, we have found it well behaved for this problem.
However, one problem that arises with using three points to find the position of the camera is that of
uniqueness; four points are needed to guarantee a unique solution[4]. We have found that if the method
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begins with a reasonable guess of xk, this method will typically it will rapidly converge to the correct solution.

Figure 4: Camera Coordinates

One the side lengths S1−3 are known, the final step is a transformation
between camera coordinates and earth coordinates. First we need to define
the positions of the three landmarks in a Cartesian camera coordinate
system (~c). Let the vectors ( ~S1, ~S2 and ~S3) define some skewed coordinate
system, which we will call ~c′. The camera coordinate system (~c) is defined

such that the x-axis is aligned with ~S1 and the ~S2 lies in the x-y plane
(see Fig 4). To transform between ~c′ and ~c we use the transformation
matrix M :

~c = M~c′ (7)

Where the matrixM is the coordinates of the ~S in the ~c coordinate system:

M =
[
~S1
~S2
~S3

]
=

 S1 S2cos(θ1) S3cos(θ3)
0 S2cos(θ1) S3C

0 0 S3(1 − cos2(θ3) − C2)
1
2

 (8)

and

C =
cos(θ2) − cos(θ1)cos(θ3)

sin(θ1)
(9)

The vectors ~S1, ~S2, ~S3 in camera Cartesian coordinates (~c) are found by
taking the product of M and the unit vectors in the ~c′ coordinate system. Finally, to transform to Earth
coordinates (~e) we must find a rotation matrix (R) and translation vector (~t):

~c = R~e+ ~t (10)

A method to find R and ~t based on the values of the landmark locations the two different coordinate systems
~e and ~c is outlined in Appendix I of the work by Haralick et al.[3] The earth based coordinate system must
also be Cartesian, and not latitude, longitude, altitude based (LLA). We used the Earth Centered Earth
Fixed Coordinate (ECEF) system for the coordinates of landmarks in ~e, and used the WGS84 model to
convert between LLA and ECEF coordinates (for example see the work of Bowring[5]).

1.3 Notes on Landmark Picking

A landmark is an object that can be easily located in both a picture and on a map. We have used mountain
peaks, street intersections, round corrals, ponds, and athletic fields as landmarks. While it would be inter-
esting to try automatically train image recognition software to recognize these landmarks, this goes beyond
the scope of this project. Currently the landmarks are human picked. Even for the savviest of landmark
identification specialists, there will always be some error because landmarks are blurry when reduced to a few
pixels. It is therefore better to pick landmarks that are far away from each other, which decreases the error
in the angle between landmarks. It is also important that the landmarks picked are not collinear, which this
makes the solution indeterminant. The GPS coordinates of landmarks were obtained using Google Earth.
Figure 5 shows the locations of three landmarks in an picture taken from the balloon, and the locations of
the landmarks and balloon displayed in Google Earth.
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(a) Landmarks selected in image

(b) Landmark locations and Balloon position (found using Method I) displayed in Google Earth. Balloon elevation
is ∼13,500 m (44300 ft).

Figure 5: Camera Coordinates
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2 Method II: OpenCV

OpenCV is a powerful open source computer vision library that can do many things, including camera pose
estimation. The OpenCV website (http://opencv.org) provides ample documentation, so here we just
provide a brief summary of how we use this library. The first step is to find the camera matrix (M) which
is used to map between camera coordinates (x, y, z) and picture coordinates (u, v):

 u
v
1

 = M


x
y
z
1

 (11)

where M is a 3×4 matrix that includes the focal length of the camera (fx, fy), the principle points of the
photo (cx, cy), and the radial (kn) and tangential (pn) distortion of the camera. To find the camera matrix,
all the user has to do is run a number of pictures of an object with a known geometry through a calibration
routine (cvCalibrateCamera()). One pattern that can be used for camera calibration is a chessboard. We
calibrated our camera with a series of pictures similar to the picture shown in Fig. 6. This picture is displayed
after undistorting the image according to the calibrated camera matrix, showing that pictures taken with
the Canon A530 have minimal distortion.

Figure 6: Camera calibration image with undistortion applied. Small black areas at the sides of the image
are from undistortion.

Once the camera matrix is known, the function solvePnP() can be used to estimate the pose of the camera
given the (u, v) picture coordinates of a set of known landmarks with known (X, Y , Z) locations in ECEF
coordinates. Again, there is ample documentation online for this function but here are a few observations
that might be useful:

• The solvePnP() outputs a rotation (~r) and translation vector (~t). The rotation vector can be converted
to a rotation matrix R with the Rodrigues() function, and the position of the camera in earth based
coordinates can be found through:

~ecamera = −R−1~t = −RT~t (12)
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• We found that the most accurate pose estimation was obtained using the CV EPNP option in the flags
section, which uses the pose estimation algorithm from Lepetit et al.[6]

• A simple sanity check can be performed by reprojecting the landmark points on the image. For
example, in Fig. 7 the black circles are centered on the human picked positions of the landmarks, and
the red circles are centered on the locations of reprojected landmarks according to the estimated pose
of the camera and the camera matrix.

Figure 7: Positions of human picked (black circles) and reprojected landmarks (red circles). The average
reprojection error is 4.7 pixels. The pose estimate from Method II indicates that this picture was taken from
27,812 m (91,247 ft).

2.1 Validation and Accuracy

To validate this method we compare the predictions of visual localization using Method II to GPS data
from a separate balloon flight in North Carolina. The GPS and camera clocks were not synced, so we can
only correlate the photos to the GPS points to within ±25 s. We compare the position predicted by visual
localization to the two temporally nearest GPS points in Fig. 8. The predictions of the GPS data and
Method II are in relatively good agreement, and the shortest distance between the visual localization point
and the line defined by the GPS points is 500 m.
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(a) Comparison on GPS data. Diamonds are GPS data. GPS
temporally nearest to the photo are highlighted in green.

(b) Photograph used for localization

Figure 8: Method II was used to find the position

There are a number of sources of error in the position of the camera as predicted by visual localization:

• The GPS coordinates of landmarks, which are obtained using Google Earth. It is possible that the GPS
coordinates predicted by Google Earth do not exactly correspond to the visually identified positions
of the landmarks. However, in cases where we have GPS readings from either flight data or the
SPOT, these locations appear to be very accurate. We estimate the uncertainty in the locations of the
landmarks as ∆e = ± 10 m.

• The (u, v) positions of the landmarks identified in the photos. We estimate that we are able to identify
the locations of landmarks in pictures to within ∆u = ± 5 pixels.

• The accuracy of the camera matrix created from the camera calibration procedure. We observed that
the values in the camera matrix varied slightly with different subsets of calibration images. Therefore
we ran the camera calibration routine on N subsets of the calibration images, each time with one image
removed. The standard deviation of the camera matrix elements were (fx = fy = 1.71, cx = 1.20, cy =
1.53) and the standard deviation of the distortion matrix elements were (k1 = 5.68×10−3, k2 = 0.177,
k3 =1.59, p1 = 7.22×10−5, p2 = 8.47×10−5).

The sensitivity of the camera position to these errors depends on the distance of the camera to the
landmarks and the geometry of the landmarks, which varies from picture to picture. To estimate the
uncertainty in the position of the camera, we solved for the position of the camera many times with ∆e×R
m noise added to the positions of the landmarks, ∆u×R pixels of noise added to the picture coordinates of
the landmarks, and G(s) Gaussian noise added to individual elements of the camera matrix (R is a random
number between zero and one, and G(s) is a random number sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a
standard deviation of s). The standard deviation of the position of the camera in the picture in Fig. 8(a) is
825 m.

3 Flight Path

The flight path of the balloon, as calculated using Method II on many pictures, is shown in Fig. 9. The
flight path of the balloon shows that the winds varied significantly with elevation that day. The photo that
we think is closest to the bursting point of the balloon (the camera took pictures every 10 seconds, and not
all pictures had identifiable landmarks) was taken from around 91,250 ft, and is shown in Fig. 7.
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(a) Ascent

(b) Descent

Figure 9: Flight path of balloon. Ascent and descent are from the same perspective.
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